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Synergies

- Efficient synergies for development of RIs
- Procedures for all types of synergies (Horizon Europe and ESIF):
  - ESIF as national contribution
  - Cumulative Funding
  - Complementary Funding
  - Transfer of funding
- Combining funds for different aspects of development
Maximising usage and impact of existing RIs

- Avoiding the principle „large RI in every country”
- Enabling use of ESI funds for construction of units located in other countries
- Recognising access to large RIs as important goal when planning funding
- Stimulating mechanisms for trans-national access to RIs on national level in particular for Widening countries
- Fostering conditions for development of RIs as technology hubs – TTOs, stimulating commercialisation guidelines…
- Cooperation and interconnectedness with relevant European partnerships and missions
Brain circulation

Stimulate RIs in education and training of students, researchers and other experts

Joint mobility and training national cofund scheme between RI and MSCA work programmes for training opportunities?
Don’t neglect long-term, expensive, visionary projects

This pandemic proved that research and innovation is what made and what drives our civilisation.

If, for example, long term thinking on the fundamentals of viruses started decades ago, there might not have been a corona pandemic today (which will cost the world trillions of Euros). We might even have had the cure for the cold or flu.